




Printing the pages at 100% will provide the parts for a 1/76 scale model suitable for OO scale models.
The download has four sheets including these instructions. Sheets 1 and 2 should be glued to  
mounting board approximately 1.4mm thick. Sheet 3 should be printed on thin card (160gsm about 
the same as a Christmas card will do), but glue the paving to some mounting board.
 Use a knife and steel rule on a cutting mat to cut the parts out, and Bostik All 
Purpose adhesive to glue the parts together. Find previous Christmas 
downloads at   http://www.kingswaymodels.com/page27.htm   

http://www.kingswaymodels.com/page27.htm


Arkwrights 'Open all hours' store.

1. Cut out the front wall from sheet 1. Carefully cut out the four areas so marked. 
The finished model will be improved if the cut edges are coloured to match the printed face. Brown and 
black felt pens and a soft 3B pencil will be useful for this.

2. Cut out the private door and moulding. Glue the door to the rear of
the front wall behind the doorway, and add the moulding over the
printed one. Cut out an upstairs window on sheet 3 and glue behind
the window opening.

3. Cut out the shop door from sheet 3. Fold forward where indicated
by fold lines, and then fold back the tabs. Glue the tabs either side
of the shop door opening in the front wall. Add the ceiling and step
from sheet 3.

4. Cut out the two side walls from sheet 2. Add the window from sheet
3 behind the opening. Glue the barge boards in place along the top
edge of each side wall. Note that the wall with the window should
be glued on the right rear of the front wall (seen from the front).
Cut out the two brackets from sheet 2 and glue inside the building to strengthen the corners.

5. Cut out the main roof and score and fold along the centre line. Glue in place on the walls. Cut out the tile
capping from sheet 3; fold along the centre line and glue over the ridge.

6. Cut out the shop sign, and its top, and also the two mouldings. Glue the top to the rear, level with the top
edge of the sign. Glue a moulding at each end of the sign. Glue the sign in place over the shop entrance. A 
small scrap of paper can be cut to a triangle shape and stuck on each side
of the shop sign to finish it neatly.

7. Assembling the upstairs bay window. Before cutting this out, first score
where marked by the fold lines, and fold. Then very carefully cut out the
three window openings. Cut out the windows from sheet 3, and glue
behind the openings. Glue the folded bay in place on the front wall. Cut
out the bay roof. When the bay is set in place mark and cut the bay roof so
that it just overlaps the edges. Glue in place.

8. Cut out the paving from sheet 3. Glue this to the thicker mounting board,
and then glue in place against the front and side of the building.

9. Assemble the second bay window and glue to the side wall below the
upper window over the paving.

10. Cut out the chimney from sheet 3. Fold and glue the tab. Add the chimney
top. Roll up a chimney pot and glue to the top of the stack. Glue the
completed chimney in place as shown in the
photos.

11. Add poster boards as required.

MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE

See the whole range of kits at
www.kingswaymodels.com

http://www.kingswaymodels.com/

